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Abstract: To support circular economy and sustainability, the use of synthetic polymers should be
minimized due to their excessive accumulation in the environment and low biodegradation rate
which leads to a global waste problem. Thus, the quota of natural resources should be increased,
as well as the use of agriculture and industrial waste or by-products as raw materials in industrial
processes. Agro-industrial wastes were found to have high cellulose fiber potential which makes
them an excellent resource for paper production. This study investigates the influence of artificial
aging test on the stability of commercially available fiber based self-adhesive pressure sensitive
labels (PSL), in which the facestock is made of 15% agro-industrial byproducts, 40% post-consumer
recycled paper and 45% virgin wood pulp and compared to ones made of biobased polyethylene. The
results showed that optical brighteners are present in the composition of fiber based PSL. Moreover,
the fluorescence and UV-Visible spectroscopy results indicated that by the action of UV irradiation
and temperature. The oxidation of cellulose was not found by FTIR spectroscopy, indicating its
high stability.

Keywords: cellulose; non-wood resources; pressure sensitive labels; UV stability; thermal stability;
UV-Visible spectroscopy; fluorescence spectroscopy; FTIR spectroscopy

1. Introduction

Today, more than ever, we are witnesses to everyday market and supply chain dis-
ruptions due to a problem related to petroleum-based resources and its unstable world
price level dictated and dependent solely on political decision makers, which in numerous
cases take no consideration of the sustainability repercussions of their unthought decisions.
There are many drawbacks related to synthetic polymers despite their good mechanical
performance, availability, and low price, which are mainly related to their high global
consumption and excessive accumulation in the environment, leading to the global waste
problem [1]. Synthetic polymers have a low biodegradation rate, and their recyclability
potential is still limited due to a very large number of different compounds on the market.
The plastic industry is dependent upon crude oil, its availability and price, as well as
political impact, which in the end can have an economic influence on the plastic market [1].
Thus, moving from traditional production towards a circular economy is crucial, i.e., with
improved waste and materials management the issue related to the problem in polymer
waste accumulation can be minimized. As the name implies, a circular economy seeks
to minimize material consumption, maximize the value of the materials that circulate
within the economy, and reduce waste generation [2]. By sharing goods through different
areas and industries, material consumption can be minimized, the value of the materi-
als that circulate within the economy can be maximized, and waste generation can be
reduced [3]. To support a circular economy and sustainability, the use of natural resources
instead of synthetic ones should be increased, as well as the use of wastes and byproducts
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from one industry as raw material and inputs into some different industrial processes
and production.

The main raw materials which can be used in papermaking are classified as wood,
non-wood, and recycled fibers. A scarcity of wood resources and the massive destruction
of forests in the past decades, has resulted in global environmental problems, as well as an
abundance of non-woody raw materials, making non-wood resources a good choice for the
extraction of cellulose fibers [4]. Due to the rising demand of paper industry for raw materi-
als in general, the trend towards sustainable fiber sourcing and sustainable and controlled
forestry, especially during the last couple of decades, is noticed. According to Abd El-Sayed
et al. (2020) some non-wood plant fibers have some special properties that make them
superior to wood fibers for the production of special papers [4]. Often, agricultural residues
are the source of non-wood fibers as well. Agro-industrial residues/wastes of banana, corn,
citrus, grape, pomegranate, strawberry-tree fruit and barley straw were found to have high
cellulose fiber potential [5–11]. Recently, potential sources from non-wood raw material
for paper production, as well as low-cost raw material for papermaking have become an
interest of different studies. For example, banana [12], pineapple leaves [13], and citrus
wastes [14] are non-wood lignocellulosic materials that may be alternative raw materials
for paper and packaging production.

In the packaging printing segment, pressure sensitive label (PSL) producers have a
crucial role in sustainability as they have the large opportunity to benefit from alternatively
sourced material used in different ways: from a marketing point of view, where the benefit
is visible through strong campaigns and advertising process of sustainable material usage,
and a real point where they implement sustainability pillars in daily life. The pressure
sensitive label (PSL) industry, in a total amount of paper business, holds a relatively small
share. But, as AWA predicts globally, the predicted CAGR of the PSL material industry
is 5.1%, respectively between 2020–2023 [15]. Due to this expected growth, the industry
is aware that with the fact of growing business, the spent liner and problematic volumes
of waste, in general, are also expected to enlarge [16]. Despite that fact, there is a lack
of research papers dealing with the sustainability issues of these materials. Medeiros
et al. (2019) in the study related to the LCA assessment of self-adhesive labels made from
PET and glassine paper, concluded that the use of recycled materials and waste material
recycling, as well as pollution prevention scenarios, such as the acquisition of key inputs
by domestic suppliers, elimination of waste from key inputs at the printing facility and
lineless label production, can be a promising direction of environmental improvement in
the labeling industry [17].

Pressure sensitive labeling methods, also known as self-adhesive technology have
proven themselves to be versatile, easy to use, and thus very popular. They have gained
momentum over competing technologies, esp. so-called wet glue labels, so typical in
the beverage industry (esp. labeling of the returnable beer bottles) [16]. All pressure
sensitive labels (PSL) comprise three basic elements: facestock, adhesive and liner. All
those components are defined by the application of the final label and usage of the labeled
product. The application of PSL is influenced by several parameters, of which some of
most important are where the label is placed and where it will be used, general usage
information, such as application surface, application speed, application temperature (in
terms of the room temperature where the application is taking place and temperature of
the product itself), humidity, etc. All those parameters define the suitable selection of
facestock, adhesive and liner [18]. All components of pressure sensitive labeling materials
are dependent on various external influences, such as weathering and storage conditions,
labeling application methods and conditions, printing and converting methods, recovery,
etc. Many obstacles can occur when using a PSL, from non-quality print to poor application
process. Thus, it should be emphasized that each step of the way is crucial in decision
making moment at the point of sale for the customer.

This research aims to investigate the influence of artificial aging tests on the stability of
commercially available PSL. Commercially available PSL were used, due to the simulation
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of real conditions occurring during their life cycle. During the production of paper-
based packaging, the products are subjected to various processes, for example within
the formation of paper sheets, in addition to cellulose pulp, different additives (fillers,
sizing agents, etc.) are added. All these additives will have different influences on paper-
based packaging stability. In contrast, various studies involving the production of paper
from agricultural waste, often include only the laboratory paper sheets made from raw
pulp without any additives added, which can be a drawback.

During storage and transportation, as well as during shelf life of some products PSL
may be exposed to UV irradiation from lamps in the supermarket, or elevated humidity
and temperature during storage and transportation. For this reason, the stability of PSL
made from agricultural waste materials (grape, citrus, barley) and their comparison to
PSL made from biogenic polyethylene was examined. For the evaluation of stability, two
accelerated aging tests were used, UV irradiation and elevated temperature and humidity.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

For this study, different pressure sensitive label (PSL) materials, commonly used on
the market for various applications were studied. Facestock for the PSL can be paper or
filmic. For this research, both types of constructions were chosen. Three PSL have a fiber
based facestock, while two filmic materials used biogenic polymers as facestock (Table 1).

Table 1. Properties of used PSL given by the producer [19–23].

Facestock Liner Total Laminate

Substrate Grade Abbreviation Basis Weight
ISO 536, g/m2

Caliper ISO
534, µm

Basis Weight
ISO 536, g/m2

Caliper ISO
534, µm

Caliper ISO
534, µm

Fasson® rCRUSH BARLEY
FSC S2030-BG45WH FSC

B 90 110 70 61 190 ± 10%

Fasson® rCRUSH GRAPE FSC
S2047N-BG45WH IMP FSC

G 90 114 70 61 192 ± 10%

Fasson® rCRUSH CITRUS
FSC S2030-BG45WH FSC

C 100 130 70 61 210 ± 10%

Fasson® PE85 BIOB CLEAR
S692N-BG40WH FSC

PEC 78 82 59 53 152 ± 10%

Fasson® PE85 BIOB WHITE
S692N-BG40WH FSC

PEW 82 82 59 53 152 ± 10%

Fiber based facestock of PSL used in this research are produced with 15% agro-
industrial byproducts (grape, citrus, and barley), 40% post-consumer recycled paper and
45% virgin wood pulp in order to form a high-quality natural paper. According to a
producer, grape fibers are obtained from wine making processes as residue leftovers after
grape pressing procedure, citrus fibers are collected from citrus mash, leftover from fruit
juice production, while barely fibers are recovered from brewing beer and malt whiskey.
Papers are wet strength treated, as PSL materials are the product in this case dedicated for
labeling of primary labels used on high and premium goods with a natural appearance,
e.g., wine, spirits, specialist foods [21–23].

The polymer based facestock of used PSL is made mostly from sugar cane ethanol,
certified under the Bonsucro® scheme, which is converted in a similar way to conventional
polyethylene (PE), and available in white and clear performance [24].

Adhesives used with paper laminates are permanent adhesives, both emulsion acrylic
and rubber based. The glassine liners used in this research are FSC certified, fossil-free and
recyclable. The glassine liner used with recycled content fiber based PSL materials is white,
supercalendered glassine paper, with a basis weight of 70 g/m2 and thickness of 61 µm.
Glassine liner used with filmic recycled content PSL materials is white, supercalendered
glassine paper, with a basis weight of 59 g/m2 and thickness of 53 µm.
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2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Accelerated Ageing Tests

The used PSL were exposed to accelerated aging by UV irradiation in a Solarbox 1500e
device (CO.FO.ME.GRA), in which the simulation of environmental conditions in an open
or closed space is possible, with control of temperature and radiation. All the samples were
exposed to filtered xenon light for a period of 5 and 10 days, at a BST temperature of 60 ◦C,
at irradiation of 550 W/m2. The UV indoor filter was used to change the xenon spectral
curve into the ultraviolet range, and for the simulation of conditions of internal exposure,
i.e., the simulation of sun rays filtered through a windowpane.

The samples were exposed to elevated humidity and temperature in controlled con-
ditions for 5 and 10 days, at a relative humidity of 50% and temperatures of 80 ◦C. The
“Kottermann” air chamber Type 2306 was used in the experiment.

2.2.2. Visual Evaluation

Samples were visually observed in lighting booth X-rite Judge II for the purpose of
evaluation of the color of the tested substrate and the presence of optical brighteners, as
well as their performance after exposure to UV light and elevated temperature. Two types
of illuminants, D50 and UV, were used for the observation of the samples. The Canon
EOS D450 camera with 50 mm, 1/30 s at f5.6, ISO 400 (Japan) was used for the imaging of
the samples.

2.2.3. Fluorescence Spectroscopy

For fluorescence measurement, the same combination of a spectrometer and inte-
grating sphere was used as in UV-Vis spectroscopy with the addition of LSM Series LED
light source at 365 nm. LED light source is operated via a smart controller during the
measurement. A constant current of 0.140 A was kept stable in order to maintain a constant
excitation light source with the aim to excite fluorescence whitening agents within the
samples. The possibilities of using the integration sphere in fluorescence spectroscopy
characterization have been discussed in a number of articles [25–27]. Fluorescence intensity
was measured in the spectral range between 330 and 630 nm.

2.2.4. UV-Vis Spectroscopy

Spectral reflectance was measured by using Ocean Optics USB2000+ spectrometer
using a 30 mm wide integrating sphere under (8:di) measuring geometry (diffuse geometry,
specular component included). OceanView software 2.0 was used for the calculation of the
CIELAB values from measured spectral reflectance. The D65 illuminant and 10◦ standard
observer were applied in these calculations. Color differences were calculated using the
CIEDE2000 total color difference formula [28].

2.2.5. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy

The ATR spectra of the samples surface (PSL facestock), unexposed and exposed to
artificial ageing tests were measured using Shimadzu FTIR IRAffinity-21 spectrometer with
the Specac Silver Gate Evolution as a single reflection ATR sampling accessory with a ZnSe
flat crystal plate (index of refraction 2.4). The IR spectra were recorded in the spectral range
between 4000 and 500 cm−1 at 4 cm−1 resolution and averaged over 15 scans.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Visual Evaluation

Results of the visual evaluation under illuminant D50 can be seen in Figure 1a. It is
evident that the grape based PSL samples that were exposed to UV radiation for five and
ten days, respectively, differ significantly in appearance compared to the original sample,
as well as to the PSL samples exposed to elevated temperature and humidity.
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Figure 1. Visual evaluation of fiber based and polymer based PSL under (a) illuminant D50 and (b) illuminant UV.

When observing the samples under illuminant UV (Figure 1b) these differences for
grape based PSL samples are even more pronounced. Likewise, two remaining fiber based
PSLs (citrus and barley), as well as polyethylene clear PSL, show similar characteristics
only less pronounced. Polyethylene PSL shows no visual differences compared to the
original, regardless of the accelerated aging test type.

3.2. Fluorescence Spectroscopy

The results of the visual evaluation indicated the need for qualitative fluorescence
spectroscopy measurements. Optical brighteners (OBAs) or fluorescence whitening agents
(FWAs) are added during the paper manufacturing process in order to increase paper
whiteness [29]. OBAs absorb light in the UV part of the spectrum in order to get from the
ground state to the excited states. Given that the excited state is unstable, the electron emits
energy in the form of visible light when going back to the ground state. Since the part
of the energy is converted to heat and movement, emitted energy corresponds to higher
wavelengths compared to excitation wavelengths [30,31].

Figure 2a–c shows the fluorescence intensity spectra for fiber based PSL samples
while the results for synthetic polymer based samples are given in Figure 2d. For easier
comparison, each fluorescence intensity spectra were divided into two parts, excitation
area, between 330 and 390 nm, and emission part of the spectrum, between 400 and 630 nm
which is in line with the areas of activity of optical brighteners in the paper industry [32,33].
Excitation fluorescence intensity is much higher than the emission, so the excitation part
of the spectrum is scaled on the left part of the diagram while the emission spectra in the
visible part of the spectrum are scaled on the right side of the diagram.

Fluorescence intensity emission spectra of the original three fiber-based PSL (grape,
citrus and barley) correspond to the emission of the OBAs in the blue part of the spectrum,
between 400 and 490 nm [29,34,35]. It is evident that the original grape based PSL sample,
as well as the grape based PSL samples exposed to elevated temperature and humidity
for 5 and 10 days show lower fluorescence intensity, i.e., high absorption of incident light
in comparison to the samples exposed to UV light for the duration of 5 and 10 days,
respectively. Likewise, it can be seen from the measurements that the fluorescence intensity
in the visible part of the spectrum is the highest for the untreated grape based samples
and its intensity decreases with the exposure to elevated temperature and significantly
more after exposure to UV light. Two peaks appeared in the visible part of the fluorescence
spectrum of the grape based untreated sample at 430 nm and 490 nm. The same peaks were
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present in the spectra of the samples exposed to elevated temperature, while the peak at
490 nm completely disappeared while at the same time the peak at 430 nm had broadened.
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(c) barley fiber based and (d) PE polymer based.

Citrus-based fiber samples (Figure 2b) show similar behavior to grape based samples,
meaning that the absorption of the indent light decreases after the exposure of the samples
to UV light whereas exposing the samples to elevated temperature had almost no effect at
the absorption at 365 nm. As for fluorescence emission in the visible region, it can be seen
that the fluorescence intensity slightly decreases compared to the untreated citrus based
sample after exposure to elevated temperatures. For the samples exposed to UV light the
decrease in fluorescence intensity is considerably more pronounced and the characteristic
peaks that can be seen in the original sample at 410 and 440 nm completely disappeared.

The last of the fiber based PSL samples, barley (Figure 2c), show identical behavior
in the excitation region of the spectra as the citrus based PSL. In the visible part of the
spectrum, barley shows the lowest values of fluorescence intensity which tends towards
zero after the exposure of the samples to UV light.

Although the exact concentration of OBAs in the sample cannot be determined, it
is known that the amount of OBAs is proportional to the area of fluorescence intensity
summed over all wavelengths [27]. The decrease in fluorescence intensity can be linked to
the decomposition of OBAs since they are highly sensitive to UV light [29]. Simultaneously,
a reduced amount of actively available OBAs decreases the absorption in the excitation part
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of the spectra. Optical brighteners are not compatible with the pulp rich in lignin content
since lignin absorbs UV radiation leaving a low amount of UV radiation for activating
OBA [29]. Different fibers contain different ratios of cellulose and lignin. Various studies
have found that grape fibers from wine making processes contain 30% cellulose, 21%
hemicellulose and 17% lignin [36,37], citrus fibers from fruit juice production contain 16%
cellulose and 10% hemicellulose [38], while barely fibers obtained from brewing beer
contain 17% cellulose and 28% lignin [39]. It is evident that most of the lignin from the
grape based PSL facestock was chemically removed to enable OBAs activation.

The remaining two bio-based polymer PSL (Figure 2d) show diametrically different
values in the UV part of the spectrum. Namely, PSL made from white PE absorbs a
significant amount of incident light at 365 nm and this value is constant regardless of
the exposure of the samples to different degradation processes. At the same time, the
fluorescence intensity of the specified PSL doesn’t exist in the visible part of the spectrum.
PSL made from clear PE shows lower absorption at 365 nm which increases slightly after
the exposures of the samples to both, UV light and elevated temperature. Fluorescence
intensity in the visible part of the spectrum that exists as the result of the excitation at
365 nm is negligible.

3.3. UV-Vis Spectroscopy

The spectral reflection curves (Figure 3) show that the greatest changes are visible after
exposure of the samples to UV radiation rather than by the action of elevated temperature
and humidity. The biggest change is visible on the grape based substrate. Minimal change
is visible on PSL made on polyethylene white (PEW) and then on polyethylene clear PEC.
The PEW sample is stable through the whole part of the UV-Vis spectrum. Low reflection
(below 20%) in the UV part of the spectrum for the PEW sample indicates the addition
of UV absorbers in the production process of PE. UV absorbers selectively absorb UV
light and reemit it afterward at a wavelength that does not cause the degradation of PE
material [40].

PEC shows small changes in the UV part of the spectrum, and changes in the Vis part
of the spectrum (400–525 nm) pointing to the change of color (Figure 3e). The PEC sample
is transparent and is dependent upon the substrate to which the label is applied. Those
changes in the whole part of the observed spectrum are probably related to the changes
of the liner. When observing the fiber based PSL, the highest changes were noticed in the
sample made from grape, followed by barley and then citrus.

When observing fiber based PSL, the UV irradiance causes a change in the whole
UV-Vis spectrum for grape and barley based PSL. For citrus based PSL, the UV irradiance
causes the change only in the UV part of the spectrum while in the Vis part, only slight
changes occur in the spectral range from 400–500 nm. Elevated temperature and humidity
cause no changes in the whole part of the UV-Vis spectra for citrus and barley based PSL
facestock (Figure 3b,c).

Color difference calculation CIEDE2000 shows that there was a greater color change
on the examined substrates after UV exposure than after exposure to elevated tempera-
ture (Figure 4). To obtain more information about the color change, the individual color
parameters L* (Lightness), C* (Chroma) and h◦ (hue) were also observed. In grape based
PSL after UV exposure, the change in color tone is most noticeable. In all other bio-based
PSL the change remained within the same quadrant in the CIELAB color space while in the
grape-based substrate the color change was extended to another quadrant. In addition to
hue (h◦), chroma (C*) was drastically reduced after exposure of the samples to UV light.
The change in C* decreased from 31.7 to 3.8 units (Table 2). A higher value indicates higher
color intensities [41].
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Figure 3. Spectral reflection curves in the UV-Vis range (300 to 700 nm) PLS made of (a) grape, (b) citrus, (c) barley,
(d) polyethylene white and (e) polyethylene clear.

After the exposure of the grape-based sample to elevated temperature, the change in
hue and chroma is not large. It is interesting to note that chroma decreases only on this
substrate in contrast to citrus and barley-based substrates where chroma increases with
longer exposure to temperature. In citrus-based substrates, the change in hue is greater than
the change in chroma after prolonged UV exposure while the elevated temperature had
very little effect on this substrate. Barley-based substrates recorded approximately equal
changes in hue and chromaticity but showed the largest change in lightness L* compared
to other samples.
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Figure 4. CIEDE2000 color difference between original and treated PSL samples after 5 days of exposure to temperature
(5T), 10 days of exposure to temperature (10T), 5 days of exposure to UV radiation (5UV) and 10 days of exposure to UV
radiation (10UV) for (a) grape, (b) citrus, (c) barley, (d) polyethylene white and (e) polyethylene clear.

Table 2. Colorimetric parameters L* C* h◦ of all PSL samples, untreated and treated by UV irradiation and elevated
temperature and humidity.

Sample
Original T-5 Days T-10 Days UV-5 Days UV-10 Days

L* C* h◦ L* C* h◦ L* C* h◦ L* C* h◦ L* C* h◦

B 84.5 8.7 62.3 84.5 9.1 62.9 84.5 9.4 64.5 90.1 7.8 74.8 91.5 7.2 73.7
C 93.9 3.6 55.45 93.6 3.9 58.8 92.9 4.1 53.6 94.1 6.1 82.2 93.4 6.5 81.3
G 87.4 31.7 −66.4 86.1 29.6 −65.0 82.8 25.1 −61.8 88.6 3.8 22.8 90.0 4.5 59.1

PEW 96.2 0.7 107.3 97.6 1.6 68.2 96.6 2.2 55.9 98.4 1.8 90.8 97.9 1.9 81.6
PEC 92.2 6.0 96.6 89.7 9.8 91.2 88.7 12.4 88.5 87.8 14.6 87.8 86.9 16.1 87.4
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3.4. FTIR Spectroscopy

The IR spectrum of the surface of fiber based PSL corresponds to the spectrum of
cellulose (Figure 5a). In addition to cellulose, the IR spectra of studied samples show
vibrational bands related to additives (fillers, sizing agents, etc.). The FTIR spectra did
not reveal the presence of optical brighteners in the structure of studied samples since
incorporated organic reagents present in papers are difficult to detect using conventional
spectroscopic techniques due to their low concentrations [42]. The changes in grape based
sample, compared to citrus and barley-based sample can be observed in the spectral range
between 1500 and 1300 cm−1 where deformational vibration of a group of cellulose are
present due to changes in cellulose structure by rearrangement in hydrogen bonding
occurring from additives added during paper manufacture or processing of cellulose
pulp [43,44]. This may lead to changes from crystalline to amorphous forms, and changes
to the vibrational pattern of C-C-H, C-OH, O-C-H and H-C-H bending vibrations. In the
fingerprint region, calcium carbonate can be described with three absorption bands at 871
and 707 cm–1 [45,46], which can be attributed to the CO3 and CO2 bending vibration of
calcium carbonate. The antisymmetric bridge stretching of C-O-C groups is detected as
a strong band at 1157 cm−1 while C-O stretching in cellulose/hemicellulose molecules
is detected at 1103 cm−1 and very strong band at 1022 cm−1, which is accompanied by
two characteristic peaks at 1049 and 993 cm−1 [45]. Those characteristic cellulose bands
are observed for all fiber-based samples. The absorption band at 898 cm−1 (for citrus
and barley-based samples) and 900 cm−1 (grape based), assigned to C-O-C stretching at
β-(1-4)-glycosidic linkages. This band is called an “amorphous” absorption band [47].
Broadening of the band at 896 cm−1 reflects higher amount of disordered structure. The
band at 1651 cm−1 (grape) 1645 cm−1 (citrus) 1643 cm−1 (barley) arises from the bending
vibration of adsorbed water molecules (Figure 5a).
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Bands associated with lignin cannot be identified in both, grape and barley based, 
PSL. In the paper industry, calcium carbonate serves as a filler because of its low light 
absorption that enhances light scattering and consequently increases brightness [48]. 
These properties correspond to the filler characteristics compatible for use in combination 
with OBAs [49]. 

The FTIR spectra of biobased polymer PSL, PEW and PEC, are clearly the same (Fig-
ure 5b). The influence of white pigment in polymer composition cannot be detected by 
FTIR spectroscopy.  

The FTIR spectra of PEW and PEC samples show characteristic bands of polyethylene 
with the two very strong vibrational bands of the doublet at 2914 cm−1 (CH2 asymmetric 
stretching) and 2846 cm−1 (CH2 symmetric stretching). The strong vibrational band at 1462 
cm−1 is the bending deformation of methylene CH2 groups while the strong band at 719 
cm−1 is assigned to CH2 rocking deformation in amorphous and crystalline domains. The 
weak vibrational band at 1377 cm−1 is related to CH3 symmetric deformation [50,51]. 
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Figure 5. FTIR spectra of original untreated PSL samples: (a) fiber based and (b) PE polymer based.

Bands associated with lignin cannot be identified in both, grape and barley based, PSL.
In the paper industry, calcium carbonate serves as a filler because of its low light absorption
that enhances light scattering and consequently increases brightness [48]. These properties
correspond to the filler characteristics compatible for use in combination with OBAs [49].

The FTIR spectra of biobased polymer PSL, PEW and PEC, are clearly the same
(Figure 5b). The influence of white pigment in polymer composition cannot be detected by
FTIR spectroscopy.

The FTIR spectra of PEW and PEC samples show characteristic bands of polyethylene
with the two very strong vibrational bands of the doublet at 2914 cm−1 (CH2 asymmetric
stretching) and 2846 cm−1 (CH2 symmetric stretching). The strong vibrational band at
1462 cm−1 is the bending deformation of methylene CH2 groups while the strong band at
719 cm−1 is assigned to CH2 rocking deformation in amorphous and crystalline domains.
The weak vibrational band at 1377 cm−1 is related to CH3 symmetric deformation [50,51].

The FTIR spectroscopy of PSL indicates that on the surface of the samples only a
slight change occurred during exposure to UV irradiation and elevated temperature and
stability (Figure 6). Barley based PSL showed the highest rate of changes during exposure
of samples to UV irradiation and elevated temperature and humidity. After exposure to
elevated temperature and humidity for a duration of 10 days, the IR spectra of grape and
barley based PSL (Figure 6a,c) showed a new weak band at around 1735 m−1 pointing to
partial oxidation of the samples [52]. Carboxyl or aldehyde absorption bands occurring
in cellulose chains can be detected in the IR spectra above 1700 cm−1 as arising from the
opened terminal glucopyranose rings or oxidation of the C-OH groups, with a maximum
around 1730 cm−1 [53]. The carbonyl bands occurring in the IR spectra of PEW and
PEC samples, at around 1735 cm−1 after the exposure of samples to UV irradiation and
temperature, were assigned to C=O stretching vibrations in aldehydes and/or esters
pointing to slight oxidation of samples (Figure 6d,e).
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4. Conclusions

The limiting circumstance of fiber based PSL, in this case fibers from agricultural waste
and post-consumer recycled fibers, is that they cannot be used in applications that require
rigid conditions such as high humidity, temperature and UV radiation. To increase the
environmental sustainability in the packaging materials sector, the use of such materials
should be increasingly encouraged whenever possible and when the application itself does
not require extreme conditions. By using fiber based PSL, at the end of their life cycle,
recyclable waste is generated that can potentially be a source of new recycled fibers as op-
posed to synthetic polymers that are more difficult to recycle, which are non-biodegradable
and whose excessive accumulation in the environment causes permanent damage. This
research has shown that PSL based on agro-industrial and post-consumer recycled fibers
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can be irreversibly damaged during storage in uncontrolled conditions of temperature
and humidity, but also the effects of UV radiation during the shelf life of certain products.
The results of the study showed higher stability of polymer based PSL, in comparison to
fiber based PSL, as expected. In addition, this research has shown that optical brighteners
are present in the composition of fiber based PSL. Moreover, the fluorescence and UV-Vis
spectroscopy results indicated that by the action of UV irradiation and temperature, optical
brighteners present in PSL facestock are degraded, which consequently causes a change in
the colorimetric characteristics of the samples. Also, the fluorescence results show that the
optical brighteners degrade by the action of UV radiation and to a smaller extent during
exposure to elevated temperatures. FTIR spectroscopy has shown that fiber based PSL face-
stock corresponds to the spectra of cellulose, while for the polymer based PSL spectra there
are some minor differences in the composition of the PSL facestock (papers) themselves
used in the formation of the label, but FTIR spectroscopy did not reveal the presence of
optical brighteners nor their degradation. The results of FTIR spectroscopy indicate that
during exposure of the PSL to UV radiation and increased temperature and humidity, there
were no significant chemical changes of cellulose on the surface of the samples, although
insignificant oxidation is present. Nevertheless, this oxidation of cellulose did not directly
affect the color change of the samples. Color changes that occur in the fiber based PSL
can later cause a change in the color/stability of the prints, so when choosing a PSL, it
is especially necessary to pay attention to the quality and stability of the layers of which
it is made of, to make the final product as good as possible. This paper shows that no
physical degradation of PSL occurred during the exposure to UV irradiation and elevated
temperature and humidity, but only a color change. Further research will therefore be
focused on examining whether the stability of optical brighteners present in fiber based
PSL will affect the quality of prints.
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